SECURITY THAT THINKS.®

TIME FOR A NEW NDR!
Trade up to speed, agility, better ROI and future proof
your security program
Trade up from Darktrace and get up to a year of Vectra subscription credits free*

How do you trade up
from Darktrace?
1

Vectra will provide an equivalent number
of subscription credits free of charge* for
the rest of your Darktrace contract

2

Vectra will deliver implementation
assistance* for your staff to help them
quickly transition, making the upgrade
to Vectra as seamless as possible

Here’s what you get by trading up to Vectra
Reduce the load on your security staff:
Darktrace overwhelms your team with
what’s different, not always what’s
relevant. Vectra uses knowledge of
attacker behavior, paired with deep,
native integrations with best-ofbreed security solutions to cut detect,
investigation and response time
significantly. Vectra customers achieve a
34X workload reduction for Tier-1 SOC
analysts in detection, triage, correlation
and prioritization of alerts
Improve your chances of preventing
a breach:
Darktrace under-alerts on significant
events such as recon and discovery
stages of cloud attacks that could pose
risks to your organization. Vectra’s
security-based approach to detection
and response uses multiple layers to
surface only what matters. Our approach
minimizes security risk and empowers
your security team to solve imminent
threats, providing efficiency without
compromising security

Prove to your board that your NDR money
is well spent:
Darktrace uses simple measurements to
interpret SOC performance and efficacy.
Vectra’s operational metrics across hundreds
of deployments measure both the platform
and SOC performance over time, providing
valuable insight into opportunities to improve
security posture
An extension of your security team:
Darktrace is a powerful marketing machine,
but account teams come and go frequently.
Vectra invests in long-term relationships,
focuses on customer-first encounters and
continuous innovation to support your everchanging business challenges. Your success
strategy now encompasses unparalleled
account management, transition planning,
implementation, and ongoing support

Contact Us

For more information please contact us at info@vectra.ai.
Email info@vectra.ai vectra.ai

*Terms and condition apply. Contact us for details.
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